
The Heidelberg integrated afternoon and nighttime ∆14CO2 samples allow to investigate 

the effect of point source emission heights for day and night separately. 
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Realistic representation of point source emission heights in 

STILT improves RMSD between modelled and 14C-based 

∆ffCO2 by almost a factor of 2 at night.

Effects of point source emission heights in WRF–STILT: 

a step towards exploiting nocturnal observations in models

Surface Source Influence (SSI) approach

Conclusions

• Realistically representing the emission heights of nearby point sources in STILT is

particularly important for low-level intake heights and situations with low atmospheric

mixing heights.

• During afternoon, the SSI and VSI approach lead to a similar model performance,

which indicates that the impact of the emission heights is neglectable as

atmospheric mixing is strong enough.

• At night, the VSI approach leads to a similar model performance as during the

afternoon; it could therefore be the first step towards including nighttime

observations in STILT.
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Motivation: In STILT, elevated point source emissions are

typically released from the surface (SSI approach) [1]

• This SSI approach may lead to 

erroneous model estimation if 

observatories have major point 

sources located closer than 40 

km.

• An alternative STILT modelling 

approach (VSI approach) [2] 

with realistic point source 

emission heights is tested here 

for fossil CO2 at the urban 

station Heidelberg (30 m a.g.l.).
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Methods: How to more realistically model elevated point

source emissions in STILT
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